CLion 2018.2 EAP, build 182.3341.14
Code:
Documentation

Bug

CPP-13228

Import Hierarchy doesn't show all included files in certain cases

Code: Find
Usages

Bug

CPP-13395

EA-121798 - assert: OCSearchScope$.contains

Code: Intention
Actions

Bug

CPP-12486

Simplify intention on an if statement makes code far more complex

Code: Resolving

Bug

CPP-7206

Cpp files included by cpp file are not considered as part of the project.

Project Model

Task

CPP-270

Project headers not included directly into project model but included from
source files should be considered source files as well

Diff_Merge

Bug

IDEA-193373 Diff in Commit Changes: cannot resize TTF preview below some limit

Editor. Editing
Text

Bug

IDEA-194054 Gutter icons of the underlying code displayed on folded region quick view

Find, Replace,
Find Usages

Bug

IDEA-193321 SearchEverywhere: on scope switching the 'include non-project items'
checkbox loses its state

Packaging and
Installation

Feature

IDEA-194011 Turn vcs.log.graph module into a healthy maven dependency

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-193493 "Tip of the day" pixelated but correct size with 125% DPI scaling

Bug

IDEA-174739 Combobox text is doubled in Android UI designer

Bug

IDEA-193875 Synchronise '' context menu item

Version Control

Performance IDEA-174636 Unregistered VCS root scanning, which happens in the Settings | Version
Control, should be moved out of the EDT

Version Control.
Git

Bug

IDEA-108316 Unregistered Git roots are not auto-detected if they are more than 2 folder
levels deep than any project module

Code Insight

Bug

PY-28243

False negative for illegal TypeVar declaration

Bug

PY-28249

False negative: Parameterized generics cannot be used with class or
instance checks

Feature

PY-20530

Validate and give visual feedback on PEP 484 type hints

Bug

PY-16853

Round brackets of Union command are not highlited in .pyi file

Feature

PY-26492

Add pipenv support

Bug

PY-9081

Set as project interpreter with multiple projects opened in one window sets
interpreter only in last project in the list

Bug

PY-12247

Python Interpreters: multi-project associated virtualenv is removed from
project when opened separably

Feature

PY-27630

Support completion for "@pytest.mark"

Bug

PY-30153

pytest support: cannot go to "implementation" of a fixture from conftest.py

Inspections

Interpreters
Settings

Test Runner

Code: Indexing

Performance OC-17296

ReadAction with module map building activity is not cancelled by a write
action

